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ABSTRACT
Bruggeman, Katie Sue. M.S.M.E., Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering,
Wright State University, 2022. Simulation of Residual Stress Generation in Additive
Manufacturing of Complex Lattice Geometries.

Residual stresses developed during additive manufacturing (AM) can influence
the mechanical performance of structural components in their intended applications. In
this study, thermomechanical residual stress simulations of the laser powder bed fusion
(LPBF) process are conducted for both simplified (plate and cube-shaped) geometries as
well as five complex lattice geometries fabricated with Inconel 718. These simulations
are conducted with the commercial software package Simufact Additive ©, which uses a
non-linear finite element analysis and layer-by-layer averaging approach in determining
residual stresses. To verify the efficacy of the Simufact Additive © simulations, numerical
results for the plate and cube-shape geometries are analyzed for convergence and
compared to experimental residual stress results available in the literature. Numerical
residual stress results are subsequently compared for the five complex lattice geometries.
Results suggest that lattice geometry can play a significant role in the distribution and
magnitude of residual stresses, which may be significant in some applications.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Motivation and Goals

1.1.1 Lattice Structures for Aerospace Applications
Complex lattice geometries are being analyzed for use in multiple aerospace
applications. The lattice geometries considered can be used in the creation of parts for
airplanes to increase structural integrity of aircrafts and survivability of onboard
personnel. One specific application is the integrity of the turbine engines on aircrafts [1].
Birds flying around airports and landing strips may cross paths with airplanes during
landing or departure, resulting in damage to the plane. Another application involves
foreign debris colliding with aircrafts causing severe damage and potentially causing
human casualties [2].
1.1.2 Laser Powder Bed Fusion
Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes can create complex models characterized
with fine features throughout. Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF), also known as Selective
Laser Melting (SLM), is an AM process used to create builds by sintering a metal powder
via energy from a laser beam [3]. To begin printing using the LPBF process, a file of a
model is uploaded to a software package that is used with the 3D printer. The printer
reads the file to ‘slice’ the model into layers, where the build will ultimately be printed
using a layer-by-layer approach. Process parameters such as laser power, laser speed,
1

hatch spacing, and layer thickness define the printing process. Metal powder is added to a
chamber on one side of the build plate as the next step for preparation of the printing
process.
An example of an LPBF printing process and printer layout is presented in Figure
1.1. When the printing process begins, the first chamber moves slightly upward until
enough material can be rolled across the printer to uniformly coat the build plate by the
recoater roller. The laser is aimed through focal lenses and is reflected from an angled
mirror to the powder bed. The laser sinters a select area of the material as determined by
the slicing of the model file.

Figure 1.1: Example of the Laser Powder Bed Fusion Process [4].

This creates a melt pool of material for each pass of the laser. The material affected
begins to cool and solidify with surrounding material. This also includes the nex t
2

layer of material to be sintered on top of the previously sintered material. The cooling
rate of the material during the LPBF process is beneficial in creating parts with high
resolution, but it also creates a significant thermal gradient resulting in residual stress
creation in the build [5-7]. The residual stress, especially in smaller models with fine
geometry, can ultimately lead to detrimental effects of fatigue such as cracking and
warping [5].
The printer repeats sintering layers of material until all layers of the model have
been printed. Afterward, the build powder bed chamber is removed from the printer for
post-processing. The excess powder is removed from around the model, followed by the
removal of the build plate. Post-processing heat treatment can be implemented as well.
1.1.3 Motivating Study
The study “Evaluation of Additively Manufactured Lattices Under High Strain
Rate Impact” by Derek Spear served as primary motivation for the present work, as
multiple Triply Periodic Minimal Surface (TPMS) lattice structures were created and
exposed to a high impact to evaluate their strain rate sensitivity [6]. Three of the five
lattice structures considered herein were closely analyzed in the motivating study:
Diamond, I-WP, and Primitive. The two other lattice structures considered in this thesis
are Gyroid and Lidinoid structures.
The complex lattice geometries observed in both the motivating and current study
are periodic and open cell architectures, selected for analysis because of their energy
absorption and dispersion characteristics [6]. The difference in architecture can be seen in
the representative examples of Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3. The lattice geometries are
3

created by implementing a Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB) script provided by Spear [6].
The MATLAB script defines the geometric structures from user defined characteristics
such as cell width, cell height, build width, build height, surface thickness, and cell
density. Shape functions also define the unit cell geometry for each type of lattice.

Figure 1.2: Non-Periodic vs. Non-Periodic Cellular Architectures [6].

Figure 1.3: Closed Cell vs. Open Cell Architectures [6].

Presented in Figure 1.4 is an example of the complexity of the lattice structures
considered; a unit cell for the Primitive lattice structure is displayed. The unit cells of all
4

lattices are modeled in 3D. The surface thickness of the unit cell is very thin. The
geometry is not only complex by the shape of the unit cell, but by the void area of the
unit cell as well. The trigonometric representations utilized to create the shape of the
lattice structures are given in Appendix 1.1 [6].

Figure 1.4: Primitive Surface Cell [6].

After defining the lattice geometry, the MATLAB script saves the lattices as a
stereolithography file (.stl), under a file name selected by the user and stores the file
locally to the user’s computer. The file is uploaded to Materialize Magics, the software
that is used with a GE Concept Laser Printer [7]. The printing process is created by
selecting the material for printing as well as the build parameters. The parameters used
during the motivational research were a laser power of 130 W, laser scan speed of 1,300
mm/s, 100μm laser beam focus, 100 μm offset spacing, and a 40 μm layer height [7]. The
lattices were then fabricated.
5

After fabrication, the mechanical testing of the previous study consisted of
compression testing using MTS Systems Corporation (MTS) Universal Testing Machine
(UTM) while also following American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
procedures for compressive testing [7]. Additional testing was also conducted to observe
deformation behavior and mechanical response of the lattice structures [6].
In summary of the motivating research, a relationship between mechanical
performance and the relative density of lattice geometries was produced. The Diamond
and Primitive designs were indicated to experience shear failure, while the I-WP structure
experienced uniform failure along rows of cells [6]. The various lattice geometries were
then utilized for core creation of projectiles used in impact testing. It was concluded that
the lattice core projectile will likely cause the projectile to undergo more deformation,
ultimately leading to a lower penetration depth when contact is made with a target,
compared to a solid projectile counterpart [6]. However, the potential role of residual
stresses was not considered.
1.1.4 Goals of this Thesis
The goal of this thesis is to provide insight into the residual stresses developed
during LPBF and their potential role in mechanical performance of complex lattice
structures. In so doing, a preliminary goal is to validate the use of Simufact Additive©
Modeling Software for basic plate and cube geometries used in a previous experimental
study of residual stress generation in LPBF. The resulting comparison between
simulations and experimental results will provide the confidence needed to move forward
with residual stress analysis of complex lattice structures.
6

1.2

Literature Review

1.2.1 Measurement and Modeling of Residual Stress in Laser Powder Bed Fusion
The Eigenstrain Reconstruction Method (ERM), also known as the Inherent Strain
Method, has been shown to be useful to determine the residual stress of various objects,
from welded joints to cross-sectional areas of superalloy compressor blades [8-10].
Eigenstrain is often used to refer to permanent inelastic strain of a specimen. Figure 1.5 is
a diagram displaying the relations between engineering stress (σY), engineering strain
(εY), plastic strain (εpl), elastic strain (εel), and total strain (εtotal) [11]. The inelastic
process begins after the material has reached its yield point; stress or strain being applied
to make the specimen permanently deform. The total strain of the model is also
represented by equation (1), the sum of the elastic strain (eij) and inelastic strain (εij*)
[11]. Residual stress occurs in the inelastic region of the stress-strain relationship –where
compatibility is not satisfied [11].

Figure 1.5: Inelastic stretching of a tensile specimen [11].

7

εij = eij + εij*

(1)

Experimental methods used to find the residual stress in parts created using Laser
Powder Bed Fusion include X-Ray Diffraction, Hole Drilling, and the Contour Method,
among others. Ahmed, et al. [12] conducted residual stress measurements for welded
structures using the contour method, which validated results obtained using the Inherent
Strain Method. The study showed a higher tensile residual stress at the edges of samples
and compressive residual stress towards the middle surface areas.
The objective of a study performed by Jun et al. [13] was to relate the deformation
and the stress state of a component without significant limitations during measurement. A
semi-empirical approach based on ERM was proposed to evaluate the residual stresses
and strains of a component after AM processing. The approach was applied to two cases
of interest: shot peening and stir welding. The study concluded that ERM is useful to find
complete strain/stress states in entire components.
ERM was used to analyze the residual stress for the cross-sectional locations of a
superalloy compressor blade in the study conducted by Salvati et al. [9]. The compressor
blade was subjected to shot peening after manufacturing. Two experimental techniques,
Focused Ion Beam ring core milling (FIB-DIC) and synchrotron X-ray Powder
Diffraction (SXRPD), were used to validate the model and the residual stress predictions
produced by ERM [9]. The values found utilizing ERM were in good agreement with the
experimental results.

8

In the work by Fransen [14] , the strain source of a Selective Laser Melting
(SLM) product is mapped at a layer scale using the eigenstrain reconstruction method
(ERM). A numerical reference model was developed to find a multi-axial residual stress
field of a printed build. The ERM model was validated with the reconstruction of residual
stress fields for a line, layer, and ten-layer geometries [14]. It was concluded that the
ERM approach is suitable to reconstruct residual stresses induced by SLM, as the results
obtained via ERM were comparable to the results obtained using a numerical reference
model.
To analyze the residual stresses in defective and sound welds, a defect weld of
predetermined size and shape was created by Hill on the subsurface of a welded plate [8].
The comparison of the defective and sound welds was completed by the simulation of
FEA and the eigenstrain method. For verification of the results obtained, the residual
stresses of the welds were also estimated with a swage process [8].
Levkulich measured the residual stress in specimens built with the LPBF process
utilizing XRD, Hole Drilling, and Contour Methods [15]. During the Hole Drilling
method, holes were drilled into the surface of the specimen being analyzed. Stresses were
determined at the location of the drilled holes with rosette gauges. To complete residual
stress analysis via the contour method, the displacements of the specimen were found
using a scanning profilometer and applied to a Finite Element Analysis to estimate the
residual stress.
Simufact Additive© uses the Non-Linear Finite Element Analysis to calculate the
temperature, deformation, and residual stress in a simulated 3-dimensional model [16].
9

The software program considers defined build and process parameters that are applied to
the simulation file by the user. The build and process parameters include the selected
material to be used for printing, the printer selection, laser speed, laser power, initial
temperatures, and in some cases, build supports.
1.2.2 Fabrication of Lattice Geometries in Laser Powder Bed Fusion
Fabrication of lattice structure follows from the mathematical concepts of unit
cells. Trigonometric equations characterize the fabrication of Schwarz-Diamond,
Schwarz-Primitive, Schon I-WP, Gyroid, and Lidinoid structures [17]. Fabrication of the
lattice structures can be implemented within various software packages/languages, such
as Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB). The structures are then analyzed for any impurities or
open geometries within the created files, utilizing other software packages such as
Simufact Additive ©.

1.3

Contributions of this Thesis
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. Validation of Simufact Additive © Modeling Software for predicting residual stress in
plate and cubic geometries.
2. Successful simulations of residual stress distributions in complex lattice geometries.
3. New insights into the role of lattice geometry on residual stress generation in Laser
Powder Bed Fusion.

10

2.

Residual Stress Modeling and Validation

2.1

Simufact Additive© Modeling Software

2.1.1 General Capabilities
Simufact Additive© is a computer software package that can calculate mechanical
and thermal characteristics such as deformation, residual stress, and temperature
throughout a 3-dimensional build by conducting non-linear finite element analysis via a
layer-by-layer approach. The simulations produced by the software package can
ultimately help reduce distortion of a build before printing by calculating the model’s
characteristics throughout the LPBF printing process. To simulate a layer-by-layer
approach, the user inputs parameters to create a voxel mesh, which is composed of
multiple voxel layers and up to 1.2 million elements. Each voxel layer consists of several
physical layers of the build which is also determined by user input values. In turn, as a
layer of voxels are analyzed, the non-linear finite element analysis of multiple physical
layers takes place and are averaged together to calculate the displayed results. This
process is reiterated until all voxel layers are analyzed for a full model simulation.
The Simufact Additive © software analyzes the various characteristics for a model
imported and given material information as well as information about the additive
manufacturing process and process parameters. After starting the software, a menu will
appear as shown in Figure 2.1. A project can be created where multiple files for various
11

simulations can be saved. A drop-down menu lists three default process types the
software can analyze: material powder bed fusion, material binder jetting, and machining.
Links to tutorials, introductions videos, and informative materials are listed on this menu
screen as well. Informative materials include .pdf files for information such as setup,
results, and exit codes. After selecting a process type, another menu screen appears to
further modify the simulation process.

Figure 2.1: Start screen of Simufact Additive ©.

Figure 2.2 displays the second menu screen of the software package. Note that the
previous selection for the process type is also shown at the top left side of this screen .
The user is now able to input the simulation configuration, type of simulation, and
manufacturing process stages for simulation. Three radio buttons give the options for
simulation configuration types: Mechanical, Thermal, and Thermomechanical.
Two simulation types are available: manufacturing and calibration. A slide bar
gives the option of creating a simulation that would be more time convenient or more
accurate. Manufacturing process stages are shown in the gray colored box in the mid -left
12

of the Figure. Process stages for a simulation can include build, immediate release,
cutting, post processing, and Hot-Isostatic Pressing (HIP). Comments can be added in
the large black box on the right side of the screen, as they will be accessible for reference
by the user.
If the user hovers the mouse cursor over any item, a brief description of that
item’s functionality is given in the box at the lower bottom of the menu. The blue button
to the right of the brief description area will lead the user to the information documents
relating to the use of the function of which a brief description is being displayed.

Figure 2.2: Process Properties Screen in Simufact Additive ©.
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For the mechanical configuration type, inherent strain in each layer is assumed;
the user would input inherent strain values for the simulation. The Thermal configuration
utilizes the governing equations of heat transfer to calculate the temperature field of a
model, support structures, and base plate during simulation. The thermal evaluation is
predominately heat conduction with temperature dependent properties as no stress and
fluid flow are considered. The Thermomechanical configuration is a small strain
elastoplastic analysis with Von Mises criteria; it produces coupled mechanical and
thermal results sequentially. The thermal results for each layer are analyzed and used to
perform the mechanical analysis to find the temperature, distortion, and stresses of the
model, support structures, and base plate during LPBF [18]
For the residual stress analysis of complex lattice structures during the LPBF
process, the thermomechanical configuration is utilized. Flow stress curves of two
materials are used for the simulation of geometries of the motivating study, as well as
other previous studies. The two materials used in this study are Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel
718. The flow stress curves of the two materials are displayed in the following figures.
The flow stress observed the amount of stress in MPa for the materials to reach the point
of yield before plastic deformation begins. The top red line represents flow stress in
relation to the effective plastic strain of the materials at room temperature (20ºC). As the
temperature increases, the flow stress decreases, as seen by the flow stress curves of other
colors.
Figure 2.3 displays the flow stress curve in units of MPa for material Ti-6Al-4V
as a function of effective plastic strain and temperature measured in Celsius. The flow
14

stress at room temperature and zero effective plastic strain is roughly 1,190 MPa [16].
Peak flow stress is estimated to be 1,300 MPa with an effective plastic strain of 0.25 for
the material at room temperature.

Figure 2.3: Flow Stress Curve of Ti-6Al-4V [16].

Figure 2.4 displays the flow stress in units of MPa for material Inconel 718 as a
function of effective plastic strain and temperature measured in Celsius. The flow stress
at room temperature and zero effective plastic strain is roughly 780 MPa [16]. The peak
flow stress at room temperature is 1,050 MPa and would occur with an effective plastic
strain greater than or equal to 0.075.

15

Figure 2.4: Flow Stress Curve of Inconel 718 [16].

After the simulation process is characterized by configuration and process stages,
a menu of select tabs will display as shown in Figure 2.5. The button with three red lines
at the top of the figure will lead back to the main menu or give the user options to create a
new project, upload a previously saved project, save the current project, or close the
current project. It also allows the user to refer to software demonstrations, materials, and
settings for the software itself through given directories. The next button to the right is
the save icon; progress in can be saved any time before and after simulation. The topmiddle screen shows the progress being made during simulation by listing how much of
the build has successfully been simulated as well as what step is currently been
simulated.

16

Figure 2.5: Display of Process, Machine, Manufacturing & Optimization, Analysis, and
Results Tabs.

The clipboard icon directly to the right of the progress bar opens the model check
dialogue if something were to go awry and the simulation aborts. This would show all
values captured by the solver for the simulation leading up to what may have caused a
simulation to abort. After a simulation runs successfully, this icon will turn gray and will
not be available for use. The lock in the top right corner leads to log, status, and output
files for the simulation. If the process is unlocked, the simulation can be re-run. The user
will also be able to view a convergence monitor or delete all simulation results under this
button as well. In all tabs, the white eyes toward the right side of select selections show
whether the selection is currently being viewed on screen. The orange thumbtack below
the tabs on the right side will keep the current tab in view.
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The yellow tab is used to define the current process of the project that is to be
displayed. It is helpful to have multiple processes in one project; multiple analyses can be
performed and organized for one build and/or set of process parameters. The Machine
tab, which is highlighted in Figure 2.5, is where the machine, part file, material, build
supports, and build plate are characterized.
The green tab centered at the top of Figure 2.5 is the Manufacturing &
Optimization tab. The selected simulation stages are listed here to further define the
properties of the simulation. For the build stage, the user inputs the process parameters
such as laser power, laser speed, laser beam width, laser efficiency, layer thickness, recoater time, and various thermal parameters for base plate and part/supports.
The blue tab leads to a list of the mesh types that can be created for simulation
analysis, as well as input of numerical parameters for the simulation. Two mesh types
listed are surface and voxel mesh. The voxel mesh is created for computational analysis
during simulation; each voxel being analyzed and added to the previous resulting values
with a layer-by-layer approach. The results found with the voxel mesh are then used with
a surface mesh to project the voxel results onto the build, support structures, and build
plate accurately. The numerical parameters that can be manipulated are the number of
domains and cores for parallelization, number of output divisions, activation for strain
tensors, voxel layer step control, number of cutting steps (cuts to remove model from
base plate), and advanced solver options for background computations. These values do
not necessarily need to be changed by the user; they provide quick solutions if a
simulation were to be aborted from the lack of computer memory or ram space. Three
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exit codes were displayed after simulations were aborted when analyzing basic and
complex geometries; the exit codes and possible solutions for each code are listed in
Appendix B.
The colorful tab on the far right leads to a view of the completed simulation
results: the results are viewed throughout build and base plate along with a color legend
for the calculated results during and after the simulation for each voxel layer simulated.
The results can be viewed via surface or voxel mesh. On the bottom left of the screen, the
load case, time, and progress of the simulation are shown.
2.1.2

Modeling Approach for Laser Powder Bed Fusion
The results of a simulation are calculated by utilizing a layer-by-layer approach.

A voxel mesh is created which sections the build into smaller elements for analysis. The
thickness of a voxel is the thickness of multiple physical layers of a build. The result of
each voxel element is averaged with the surrounding voxel elements. The simulation
process for LBPF is also cut into a user defined value of Time Steps. This feature is a
user defined increment value to represent when a thermal calculation will take place
during the simulation. The time steps of a simulation process include exposure time to
build and cooling, and removal stages. The minimum number of time steps required by
Simufact Additive © for a simulation is 10 [16].
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2.2 Validation of Simufact Additive© Software Modeling Approach
2.2.1 Modeling of Plate Geometries
To validate the use of Simufact Additive © for the analysis of residual stresses of
the lattice structures considered using LPBF, comparison of numerical results for residual
stress were compared to experimental results found in a previous study [15]. A plate
shaped model is recreated in Solidworks and is characterized by a physical size of
25.4X25.4X1.6 mm. The material of the plate is selected as Ti-6Al-4V metal powder.
The machine type selected to further characterize the simulation process is the printer
EOS M290. The plate model is uploaded into the Simufact process file and centered on
the build plate. Structural supports are not created for the model as they are not needed
for this simulation geometry.
Next, the process parameters for printing are incorporated into the simulation as
well. The laser power is set to 130 W, laser speed to 1,300 mm/s, laser beam width to
0.1mm, and a layer height of 50 μm, which are the process parameters used in the
experimental study by Levkulich [15]. The efficiency factor is also set to 60%. The
efficiency factor accounts for all energy lost prior to laser beam and metal powder contact
as well as during adsorption [16]. Figure 2.6 is the plate described above where the
largest voxel mesh size is in view. The length and width of the structure is divided into
50 voxel elements and the height into 4 elements. The figure also shows how the volume
of each voxel is represented as fully occupied by a section of the structure; there are no
void areas within the voxels. This is useful to determine a reasonable voxel size for
models for a more accurate simulation. If there were void areas in a voxel, the affected
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voxel area would appear as a differing color. The voxel fraction of the build plate is also
uniformly green, although it is not shown in the figure.

Figure 2.6: Volume Fraction of a plate structure; 50X50X4 Voxel Size.

The plate structure was analyzed with three voxel sizes: 50X50X4, 100X100X8,
and 200X200X16. The three voxel sizes are represented in Figure 2.7 . The 50X50X4
voxel size is shown at the top of the image and the voxel size is refined to the
200X200X16 voxel size located at the bottom of the image. Note as the size of the voxels
in a voxel mesh increase, the number of numerical data points able to be collected
decreases. As such, results corresponding to a smaller voxel size will produce results with
higher accuracy.
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Figure 2.7: Voxel sizes for plate geometry.

A contour plot of the normal stress in the x-direction after removal from the base
plate for the voxel size case 50X50X4 is shown in Figure 2.8. The area with the highest
variance of normal stress in the x-direction is along the edges of the plate. The plate looks
warped along the edges as a higher stress concentration is along the left and right sides of
the plate while the center region experiences a negative stress concentration.
For all results shown, the maximum and minimum values are displayed under the
colored stress value legend. The values displayed are not necessarily the maximum and
minimum values found for the structure at the current moment in time for the simulation
process. The values could have been calculated at any increment of the simulation
process and mostly serve as an “apples-to-apples” comparison for multiple simulations.
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Figure 2.8: Results for Normal Stress in X Direction for Plate Geometry of 50X50X4
Voxel Size.

A contour plot of the normal stress in the x-direction after removal for the voxel
size case 100X100X8 is shown in Figure 2.9. After refining the mesh and simulating the
plate model a second time, the results show an increase of normal stress in the x -direction
along the left and right sides of the plate. A larger area of the mid-section for the top
surface of the plate is now experiencing an x-normal stress closer in value to zero MPa.
The center of the top surface is still experiencing a negative normal stress.
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Figure 2.9: Results for Normal Stress in X Direction for Plate Geometry of 100X100X8
Voxel Size.

A contour plot of the normal stress in the x-direction after removal for the voxel
size case 200X200X16 is shown in Figure 2.10. As the voxel mesh is successively
refined, the simulation is better able to capture the peak residual stress values at the top
and bottom surfaces and near the edges of the plate. The edges of the top surface
experience x-normal stress within the range of 240 – 300 MPa.

Figure 2.10: Results for Normal Stress in X Direction for Plate Geometry of 200X200X16
Voxel Size.
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To reach the voxels in the center of the plates for stress analysis, all models were
cut in the x-direction and y-direction to create a quarter model as shown in Figure 2.11.
The red and white boxes mark the cuts at the midplane in both the x and y directions to
reach the center edge of the plate, which is circled in blue. After results were collected
along the center of the plates and tabulated, data plots were created in MATLAB for
further comparison of the resulting stress values.

Figure 2.11: A quarter plate model. Circled is the middle of the plate.

Table 2.1 lists the values of x-normal stress at a distance along the z-direction for
plate structures before and after removal from the build plate. The results are obtained
from the middle of the plates for all voxel sizes, starting where the plates have contact
with the build plate to the top surface of the build (1.6mm).
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Table 2.1: Normal Stresses of X direction analyzed through the Z Direction for plate
geometry using 3 Voxel Size Meshes [MPa].
50X50X4

100X100X8

200X200X16

X Norm

X Norm X Norm

X Norm X Norm

X Norm

Before

After

Before

After

Before

After

-310.73

-234.22

-305.69

-518.11

-289.31

-700.69

147.94

-273.54

594.28

155.05

607.12

149.72

615.13

139.13

622.4

127.64

628.42

114.75

623.78

91.16

610.31

58.63

600.45

29.63

595.86

5.77

596.86

-12.6

603.73

-25.17

616.8

-31.72

Z Dist.
[mm]
0
0.1
0.2

161.93

-92.57

0.3
0.4

127.7

-2.28

614.07

285.86

0.5
0.6

590.09

188.14

0.7
0.8

560.92

221.52

585.67

109.57

0.9
1

594

43.6

1.1
1.2

606.2

55.69

613.21

1.3
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-11.81

1.4

617.33

-82.92

1.5
1.6

657.18

-101.38

608.29

-134.07

631.94

-36.43

626.71

-61.62

614.48

-85.01

The figure below is a plot representing the normal stress in the x-direction as a
function of z for plate geometries before removal from the build plate. The blue line
represents the largest voxel size of 50X50X4, the orange line represents the voxel size of
100X100X8, and the black line represents the 200X200X16 voxel size. Based on the
chart, as the voxel size becomes smaller, the normal stress of the x-direction reaches near
600 MPa over a shorter distance from the build plate, before remaining in the 550 – 610
MPa range.

Figure 2.12: Normal Stress in X as a function of Z before removal for plate geometries.
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The figure below is the normal stress of the x-direction as a function of z for the
plate geometries after removal from the build plate. For the results shown at the top of the
plate (z = 1.6mm), the first two voxel sizes show a decreasing trend, then the finest voxel
size is analyzed to be of the same magnitude of the largest voxel size. The figure also
presents the peak stress value occurring in the voxel layers leading to the center of the
build in the z-direction as the voxel mesh becomes finer. However, the 100X100X8 voxel
size is found to experience the highest peak stress compared to the other voxel sizes,
indicating that the results were not fully converged.

Figure 2.13: Normal stress in X as a function of Z after removal for plate geometries.
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Given the difficulty in obtaining convergence for plate geometries, it was decided
to run simulations with a uniform voxel size. To do this, cubic geometries were modeled
to match those considered in the experimental study by Levkulich [15].
2.2.2

Modeling of Cubic Geometries
To further verify the use of the Simufact Additive © Software Modeling Approach,

cubic structures having dimensions of 25.4X25.4X25.4 mm were simulated. The build
parameters, material, machine, as well as simulation numerical parameters regarding the
matrix solver and step size remained the same as used with the plate geometry. However,
the voxel sizes utilized for the cube geometries differ to those of the plate geometries. For
the cubic geometries, voxel sizes of 10X10X10, 20X20X20, and 40X40X40 are
considered, as shown in Figure 2.14. The gray “mesh” in the background of the figure is
a visual aid used by Simufact Additive© to represent the boundaries and size of the 3D
printer selected for analysis. The largest voxel is shown at the top of the figure and the
mesh refines to the finest voxel size of 40X40X40 displayed at the bottom.
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Figure 2.14: Voxel size meshes for the cubic structures.

The volume fraction of the cubic structure is shown in Figure 2.15. The model
and build plate are shown as one color, indicating the volume fraction of the voxel mesh
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created is the same throughout. This volume fraction result is the same for all voxel size
cases considered.

Figure 2.15: Volume fraction of Cubic Structure.

To investigate convergence of results, the average normal stress and zdisplacement values for all voxel size cases are computed with MATLAB [Appendix
A.2]. An array of values consisting of the Z location for each node was created for the
voxel sizes; the array starting at zero which represents the bottom surface of the cubes in
contact with the build plate, to the top surface of the cubic structure. The array length
varied by voxel height; the value represented between the two colons of the array for
each case. The voxel height for the arrays of voxel sizes 10X10X10, 20X20X20, and
40X40X40 are 2.54 mm, 1.27 mm, and .635 mm, respectively. Thus, even the smallest
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voxel size considered for this study consists of over 12 physical layers of the physical
build, which are only 50 μm in all directions.

The results for the 10X10X10, 20X20X20, and 40X40X40 voxel size simulations
are shown in the figures below. The cubic structure analyzed with the 10X10X10 voxel
size is shown in Figure 2.16. The highest normal stress of the x-direction is shown to
appear on the top surface of the cube toward the center of the face. The normal stress
decreases to the left and right edges of the top surface. The front and rear faces display
various results. There are two areas in the faces with a normal stress within the 100 – 300
MPa range, one area at the top, the other at the bottom. There is also an area in the middle
of the faces experiencing normal stress within the range of -100 - -200 MPa. The left and
right faces are stress-free, as they are normal to the x-direction.

Figure 2.16: Results for Normal Stress in X Direction for Cubic Geometry of 10X10X10
Voxel Size.
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The machine and build parameters used for the simulation process of the
10X10X10 voxel mesh size is copied to create simulation processes for the other voxel
mesh sizes. Figure 2.17 shows the contour plot of the normal stress results for the
20X20X20 voxel mesh size. The increase in stress can really be seen in the front and top
surfaces of the cube. The blue area for the center section of the front face is now green
and surrounded by stresses represented in the 100 – 300 range. A slight orange line is
also appearing at the bottom of the front face.

Figure 2.17: Results for Normal Stress in X Direction for Cubic Geometry of 20X20X20
Voxel Size.

The simulation process was copied once more and a new voxel mesh size of
40X40X40 was created for the third simulation of the cubic structure. The results of the
third simulation show the same trends as the first two cubic structure simulations. In the
given isometric view, the highest x-normal stress is seen along the top and front faces of
the cube. Stress values increased across the face of the structure except at the four
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corners, represented to be within the green stress range. The top surface appears to be
completely within the red stress range except for the left and right edges, which are
represented by yellow.

Figure 2.18: Results for Normal Stress in X Direction for Cubic Geometry of 40X40X40
Voxel Size.

Figure 2.19 displays the quarter model of the cubic structure of voxel size
20X20X20 with midplane cuts along the x- and y-direction in view. The quarter model
provides a detailed representation of the stresses in the interior of the cubic geometries.
The peak normal stresses are along the upper and lower regions of the cubic structure,
which are the top and bottom faces. The lowest normal stress region is in the middle of
the structure, represented as the dark blue region.
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Figure 2.19: A quarter model of a cubic structure. Nearest edge is center of the cube.

Table 2.2 lists the resulting values of x-normal stress as a function of z for cubic
structures. Results obtained from the middle of the cubes for all voxel sizes are listed
from the base plate (z = 0 mm) to the top surface of the build. The numerical results were
collected using the same method as previously mentioned for the plate structures. Plots
were created for the results and the average stress value of each voxel size was
calculated.

Table 2.2: Normal Stresses in X direction analyzed through the Z Direction for cubic
geometry using 3 Voxel Size Meshes [MPa].
10X10X10

20X20X20
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40X40X40

X Norm

X Norm

X Norm

X Norm

X Norm X Norm

Before

After

Before

After

Before

After

-116.67

76.79

-123.04

80.37

-109.87

66.29

327.53

499.55

675.34

822.84

472.73

599.1

359.38

467.61

328.18

420.67

314.33

393.09

267.6

334.3

165.26

221.36

20.09

66.88

-145.26

-106.69

-320.08

-288.68

-491.85

-466.72

-561.19

-541.47

-558.55

-543.5

-587.84

-576.78

-609.89

-602.20

-607.23

-602.40

Z-Dist.
[mm]
0
0.635
1.27

153.33

328.86

1.905
2.54

37.31

185.58

286.69

420.8

3.175
3.81

142.47

241.65

4.445
5.08

53.91

137.52

59.01

130.45

5.715
6.35

-64.42

-14.81

6.985
7.62

-104.13

-63.23

-200.74

-168.03

8.255
8.89

-305.51

-285.59

9.525
10.16

-198.5

-183.39

-359.94

10.795
36

-349.41

11.43

-367.22

-363.37

12.065
12.7

-223.2

-221.85

-340.81

-341.5

13.335
13.97

-294.85

-298.5

14.605
15.24

-185.36

-190.21

-239.42

-244.87

15.875
16.51

-179.41

-185.89

17.145
17.78

-109.17

-116.31

-116.16

-123.23

18.415
19.05

-48.47

-55.92

19.685
20.32

4.73

-3.48

26.4926

18.63

20.955
21.59

114.32

105.82

22.225
22.86

189.46

179.19

229.63

219.99

23.495
24.13

382.93

24.765
37

371.39

-585.05

-582.58

-547.86

-547.35

-500.89

-501.93

-447.5

-449.82

-389.73

-393.02

-330.54

-334.61

-272.23

-276.89

-216.58

-221.67

-164.43

-169.85

-115.15

-120.81

-67.07

-72.91

-20.9

-26.89

23.81

17.68

67.16

60.9

111.21

104.77

158.7

152.05

214.45

207.48

236.99

229.63

295.82

287.92

376

367.42

478.65

469.18

604.11

593.53

25.4

302.99

290.83

468.4

455.48

669.59

658.3

Figure 2.20 presents the numerical data found in the center of the cubic structure
along the z-direction for the 10X10X10, 20X20X20, and 40X40X40 voxel sizes. As with
the stress plots for the plate geometries, the numerical results were found at each voxel
node through the z-direction from the top of the build plate, where z-position is 0 mm, to
the top face of the cube, where z-position is 25.4 mm. For the smallest voxel mesh,
10X10X10, the numerical results are represented by the blue line and the 20X20X20 and
the 40X40X40 voxel cases are represented as orange and black lines, respectively. The
normal stress at the top surface of the cubic structure increases as the voxel mesh
becomes finer. The peak stress values increase as the voxel meshes become finer as well.

Figure 2.20: Normal Stress in X as a function of Z before removal for cubic geometries.
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The x-normal stress for the cubic structures after removal from the build plate is
shown in Figure 2.21. The numerical results presented in the figure are similar to those
observed before removal, although the peak values are different.

Figure 2.21: Normal Stress in X as a function of Z after removal for cubic geometries.

The peak stress value of the geometry increases as the voxel mesh used for the
simulation becomes finer. The values of normal stress for the simple geometries at the
top surface appear to be converging toward the yield point of the selected material.
However, with a limitation on the number of elements that can be used during a
simulation, it is not feasible to capture a fully converged result; simulations would need
to be run where the voxel size represents a physical layer of a geometry, more than a
factor of 12 smaller.
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2.2.3

Comparison with Experimental Results
The normal stress values obtained for the plate structure simulations were

compared to the work of Levkulich [15]. In the previous work, the residual stress along
the top surface of the 25.4X25.4X1.6 mm plate geometry was analyzed in two different
directions using X-Ray Diffraction measurement. The values found for the residual stress
along the top of the geometry were plotted by Levkulich, which is shown in Figure 2.22.
The graph also displays the residual stress values found for the other two geometry cases
that were considered. For the top surface of the 25.4X25.4X1.6 mm plates, the highest
residual stress value recorded is close to 400 MPa.

Figure 2.22: XRD Measured principal stresses of LPBF deposits with different plan
areas, presented by Levkulich [15].

Figure 2.23 presents residual stress measurements found via X-Ray Diffraction
and Hole Drilling methods along the top surface of builds with various heights. The data
to the far right of the chart represents the residual stress analyzed along the top surface of
a 52.4 mm cubic structure in two directions. The values presented as the bars containing
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black diamonds were found by XRD along the top surface of the build, considering
substrate overhang. The bars with vertical lines represent values found by XRD without
considering substrate overhang. The red bars on the far-right hand side represent the
residual stress for the top surface of the build by utilizing the Hole Drilling method and
considering substrate overhang. The highest residual stress value recorded for the top
surface of the cubic structure is close to 300 MPa.

Figure 2.23: Residual stress of plate and cubic structures, found by X-ray Diffraction and
Hole Drilling. Data presented by Levkulich [15].

For further comparison with the previous work by Levkulich, the x-normal stress
on the midplane of the cubic structure is compared to a contour plot from the previous
literature, in which the residual stress was measured with the substrate still attached [15].
The contour plot of the cubic structure in mid-plane view presented in the previous
literature is also present here as Figure 2.24. The highest stress value occurs along the
bottom of the substrate and around the edges of the specimen (the square build on top of
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the substrate). The lowest residual stress values appear at the farthest edges of the
substrate and the location where the substrate and specimen meet in the center of the
figure.

Figure 2.24: Contour-method residual stress measurements from Levkulich [15].

A cubic strucutre simulated with a 20X20X20 voxel size in Simufact Additive©
is shown in Figure 2.25. The model is cut at the midplane across the y-axis and is shown
with the build plate still attached. A moderate value of x-normal stress appears along the
top and bottom surface of the build as well as the top surface of the build plate . The
lowest x-normal stress appears in the center of the build. The area represented by green is
estimated to have little to no stress.
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Figure 2.25: Midplane of cubic structure before removal from build plate. Build is cut in
y-axis plane.

Figure 2.26 is the x-normal stress of the build after removal from the build plate.
The stress contour is similar the contour seen before removal. There stress seen at the
upper-center and lower-center regions of the build are shown to have slightly increased
after removal. There is still an area of little to no stress surrounding the center of the cube
as well as the left and right edges of the mid-plane. The center of the build still appears to
have the lowest stress value.
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Figure 2.26: Midplane of cubic structure after removal from build plate. Build is cut in yaxis plane.

X-normal stress for the top surface of a specimen with a height of 25.4 mm is
within the range of 250 to 300 MPa. Results obtained from Simufact Additive © are in the
range of 290 to 670 MPa. Noting that some of the results of the previous study may differ
from substrate overhang, the results obtained with Simufact Additive© for the cubic
structure are similar to the experimental results of Levkulich. Thus, the use of Simufact
Additive © is a reasonable tool to consider residual stress in more complex geometries.
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3.

Modeling of Complex Lattice Geometries

3.1

Lattice Geometries Considered

3.1.1 Computation Framework
The MATLAB code written by Spear [6] for the creation of TPMS lattice
structures is shown in Appendix A.1. In summary, characteristic parameters defined by
the user are utilized along with trigonometric equations to create the surface of the lattice
structures throughout a design space. The MATLAB code outputs an .stl file for the
lattice structures which is saved to the computer or storage device under a file name
defined by the user.
3.1.2

Description of Lattice Structures Studied
All five lattice structures that can be created with the MATLAB code provided by

Spear were simulated using Simufact Additive ©. Although the lattice structures were
cylindrical during the experimental procedures of the motivating study [6], the structures
were kept as cubic geometries for the residual stress analysis. The structures are larger
than the cylindrical specimen of the previous work; the length, width, and height of the
lattices are 32 mm. The TPMS surface thickness value and cell fineness parameter value
were not changed; they are 0.25 mm and 20, respectively. Cell densities of both build
length and build height did not change either; they are 8 mm. The TPMS cell size was
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modified to become 4mm. The MATLAB code was run for all five lattice
structures and the .stl files were saved to a drive for file storage.

3.2

Simufact Modeling Procedures for Lattice Geometries

3.2.1

Process for Importing Solid Models
Once an .stl file is saved for a lattice structure, the file can be uploaded directly to

Simufact Additive © for simulation or can be refined by another software package before
upload. A model file can also be imported as another file type, such as a .step file.
Although many types of files can be uploaded, it is recommended to upload the model as
a .step file to guarantee a cleaner geometry surface for simulation. For the lattice
geometries, the surface mesh created with MATLAB was not cleaned, so a few
geometrical inconsistencies are noticeable in the visual representation of the lattices in
Simufact Additive ©. However, these inconsistencies are small and do not affect the
residual stresses created during the LPBF process.
All five lattice structures were simulated with the machine type, material system,
and process parameters mentioned in the motivating study [6]. The machine selected is
the Concept Laser M2 Cusing, the material system is Inconel 718, and the process
parameters include a laser power of 130 W, a laser scan speed of 1,300 mm/s, and a layer
height of 40 μm. A 20X20X20 voxel size was chosen for the comparison of the lattice
structures. Once the voxel meshes were created, the mesh volume fraction was viewed as
shown in Figures 3.1 – 3.4 below.
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Figure 3.1 displays the volume fraction of the Primitive lattice structure with the
20X20X20 voxel size. The blue voxels represent the voxels with a low volume being
occupied by the material of the physical geometry being simulated. There are also regions
where no voxels are present; they were not created as there was no material within that
area to be analyzed.

Figure 3.1: Volume fraction of Primitive Lattice Structure: 20X20X20 Voxel Size.

The volume fraction for the I-WP lattice structure is presented in Figure 3.2. The
side faces of the voxel mesh are completely blue, while a faint green is seen on the top
face of the mesh. As mentioned for the primitive lattice structure, little material occupies
the volume of the voxels along the edges of the structure.
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Figure 3.2: Volume fraction of I-WP Lattice Structure: 20X20X20 Voxel Size.

To further show the volume fraction of this structure, Figure 3.3 displays the
volume fraction for a quarter model I-WP lattice. Note that the dark blue is only
displayed at the far edges of the build. The voxels toward the center of the build consist
mostly of a volume fraction of 50 to 70 percent. There are also areas across the build
where voxels consist of material for 20 to 30 percent of their volume.
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Figure 3.3: Volume fraction of a quarter model I-WP lattice structure.

The volume fractions of the Diamond, Gyroid, and Lidinoid lattice structures are
shown in Figure 3.4. Like the I-WP lattice structure, the volume fraction is more
distributed towards the inside of the lattice structures, which can be viewed if the models
were cut across the midplanes. If the voxel meshes created for the simulation processes
were further refined, the surfaces displayed would be different, especially with smaller
voxels being representative of a more distributed volume fraction. However, the voxel
mesh can only be refined up to the software capability of 1.2 million voxels.
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Figure 3.4: Volume fraction of a) Diamond, b) Gyroid, and c) Lidinoid lattice structures.

After the simulation set-up process was complete, all models were saved into their
respective process files and were simulated. The time taken for the simulation process for
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each of these lattice structures was no more than 2 hours. After all simulations were
complete, the structures were ready for residual stress comparison.
3.2.2 Comparison of 5 Lattice Models Generated
As mentioned, the 5 lattice models generated are I-WP, Diamond, Primitive,
Gyroid, and Lidinoid. All lattice structures before the simulation process are shown in
Figure 3.5. A close observation shows the geometrical complexity of the structures. The
geometry along the corner edges of the lattices is very thin given the values of the surface
thicknesses for the models. The equivalent stress of all five models were compared to
each other for the determination of which structures would be of better selection for given
applications, such as compression and fatigue testing.

Figure 3.5: Left to Right: I-WP, Primitive, Diamond, Gyroid, and Lidinoid Lattice
Structures.

3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1

Residual Stress Distributions
The residual stress distributions for all five lattice structures are shown in the

figures below. The residual stress values analyzed throughout the lattice structures are
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within a considerably significant range, given the room temperature yield point of
Inconel 718 is 758 MPa. The highest residual stresses observed for the lattice structures
appear in the center of the four corner edges on the outside of the model in the zdirection. The next highest residual stresses are along the surfaces of the lattice structures
and increasing toward the center of the faces. The lowest residual stress appears in the
center of the build.
3.3.2

Comparison of Lattice Geometries
Comparisons between the five lattice structures were made for the 20X20X20

voxel size after removal from the build plate. Figure 3.6 shows the full model
representation of the Primitive lattice structure. The residual stress for this lattice
structure appears to be averaging close to 350 MPa. The highest residual stress seen
along the outside edges of the structure is close to 800 MPa. As mentioned for the basic
geometry stress results, the maximum and minimum values displayed in the legend are
not necessarily the maximum and minimum values found for the structure at the current
moment in time for the simulation process. The values could have been calculated at any
increment of the simulation process and they mostly serve as an “apples-to-apples”
comparison for multiple simulations.
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Figure 3.6: Residual Stress Distribution of Primitive Lattice Structure, 20X20X20 Voxel
Size.

Figure 3.7 is a quarter model representation of the Primitive lattice structure. The
outside surfaces are found to have an equivalent stress of 450 to 500 MPa. The center of
the structure is found to have an equivalent stress in the range of 300 – 400 MPa. The
equivalent stress distribution shown next to the legend of the contour plot makes sense
when the center of the structure is viewed; most of the model volume is represented to be
within the equivalent stress range displayed as blue.
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Figure 3.7: Residual Stress Distribution of Primitive Lattice Structure, 20X20X20 Voxel
Size - Quarter Model.

Figure 3.8 is the equivalent stress results for the I-WP lattice structure. The
equivalent stresses appear to be more uniform across the faces of the geometry, estimated
to be 600 – 700 MPa. The equivalent stresses along the outside edges appear to differ.
The lowest residual stresses appear along the bottom surface that would touch the build
plate, roughly 200 -300 MPa. Higher residual stresses are also observed in the corners of
the top surface of the model, estimated to be within the 400 – 500 MPa range.
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Figure 3.8: Residual Stress Distribution of I-WP Lattice Structure, 20X20X20 Voxel Size.

The quarter model of the I-WP lattice structure is shown in Figure 3.9. As with
the Primitive lattice structure, the center of the I-WP lattice structure is found to
experience a lower value of equivalent stress than the outer surfaces. The equivalent
stress in the middle of the structure is within a range of 200 – 400 MPa, except for one
small area that is estimated to experience equivalent stress of 100 – 150 MPa.
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Figure 3.9: Residual Stress Distribution of I-WP Lattice Structure, 20X20X20 Voxel Size
- Quarter Model.

The Diamond lattice structure is displayed in Figure 3.10. The equivalent stress
distribution is very similar to the I-WP lattice. The equivalent stress average for this
model is close to 500 MPa. The distribution is also seen to be tighter around that average
value. The reasoning for this distribution can be seen in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: Residual Stress Distribution of Diamond Lattice Structure, 20X20X20 Voxel
Size.

As shown in Figure 3.11, the values within the center of the Diamond lattice are
within the greater portion of the equivalent stress distribution and are in more of a
uniform pattern compared to the I-WP lattice structure. The equivalent stress throughout
the build appears to be no more than 800 MPa. The lowest equivalent stress is still found
along the bottom of the structure where it is evaluated on the build plate.
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Figure 3.11: Residual Stress Distribution of Diamond Lattice Structure, 20X20X20 Voxel
Size – Quarter Model.

Figures 3.12 and 3.13 below display equivalent stress results for the Gyroid lattice
structure. The results appear to be similar to the Diamond lattice structure; the contour
plots look alike. However, the distribution is slightly tighter than the distribution of the
Diamond lattice. The range of equivalent stress for the Gyroid structure is 250-750 MPa.
Also, some of the geometrical impurities mentioned earlier are visible in the contour plot
for the Gyroid lattice. They are the little black lines visible throughout the structure.
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Figure 3.12: Residual Stress Distribution of Gyroid Lattice Structure, 20X20X20 Voxel
Size.

As shown in Figure 3.13, there are a few areas of a lower equivalent stress within
the center of the build. Otherwise, the inside of the build is within 400 -750 MPa. The
equivalent stress does not appear to have a uniform pattern. There are blotches of
differing equivalent stress values throughout.
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Figure 3.13: Residual Stress Distribution of Gyroid Lattice Structure, 20X20X20 Voxel
Size - Quarter Model.

Figure 3.14 is the full model for the Lidinoid lattice structure while Figure 3.15 is
the quarter model. This structure is found to have a wider equivalent stress distribution,
but the average equivalent stress is still within the range of 500 – 600 MPa. The quarter
model shows a similar equivalent stress distribution through the center of the model like
the I-WP lattice structure. The lowest equivalent stress is shown at the very center of the
lattice structure and the very bottom surface layer that would in contact with the build
plate.
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Figure 3.14: Full model of the Lidinoid lattice structure.

Figure 3.15: Quarter model of the Lidinoid lattice structure.

For convenience, a comparison of equivalent stress for full and quarter lattice
models of all 5 geometries are displayed in Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17, respectively.
The displayed range of stress values is the same as previously used in earlier figures: 0 to
1,000 MPa.
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Figure 3.16: Equivalent Stress distributions for whole models of all 5 lattice structures.
Top Row, Left to Right: Diamond Lattice, I-WP Lattice, Primitive Lattice. Bottom Row,
Left to Right: Gyroid Lattice, Lidinoid Lattice.

Figure 3.17: Equivalent Stress distributions for quarter models of all 5 lattice structures.
Top Row, Left to Right: Diamond Lattice, I-WP Lattice, Primitive Lattice. Bottom Row,
Left to Right: Gyroid Lattice, Lidinoid Lattice.
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Of the five lattice structures analyzed, the Primitive lattice structure was shown to
experience the lowest average for equivalent stress, 350 MPa. The equivalent stress of all
other lattice structures averaged within 500 - 550 MPa. The largest residual stress value
for all lattice structures is estimated to fall in the range of 700 – 750 MPa. Although the
equivalent stress distribution for the Primitive lattice structure is in a lower range, the
shape of the distribution is comparable to the distributions of the Diamond and Gyroid
lattice structures. The distributions for the I-WP and Lidinoid lattice geometries are large
compared to the other distributions; they span a wider range of equivalent stress values
than the other lattice geometries.
3.3.3 Implications on Mechanical Performance of AM Lattice Structures
As shown in the previous figures, the lattice geometry has a significant impact on
the distribution of stresses throughout the volume. The stress values are of significance
and are similar in magnitude to the solid cube geometries, although they are for a
different material system. Based on the stress averages, the amount of residual stress
created during the LPBF process would be near 2/3 of the elastic limit; before the
material reaches the yield point of 758 MPa and the start of plastic deformation begins.
Thus, residual stress generated by the LPBF Additive Manufacturing process is
recommended to be considered in assessing the mechanical performance of lattice
structures in some applications, such as fatigue and compressive applications.
Post-processing heat treatment is recommended for all geometries created with
AM processes to further decrease the temperature gradients the structures endure, which
ultimately leads to a decrease in stress created from an AM process [19]. The decrease in
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stress will allow the structures to endure higher service load before the onset of plastic
deformation.
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4.

Conclusion

4.1

Summary of Completed Work
To determine the significance of residual stresses created in complex lattice

geometries during the LPBF additive manufacturing process, five lattice structures were
modeled with a MATLAB code utilized for the motivating study presented by Derek
Spear [6]. The five lattice structures, Primitive, I-WP, Diamond, Gyroid, and Lidinoid,
were simulated with the Simufact Additive © Software Program for residual stress
analysis. To validate the use of Simufact Additive ©, in-plane normal stress was predicted
in basic plate and cubic geometries for comparison with a previous experimental study by
Levkulich [15]. Experimental methods such as X-Ray Diffraction, Hole Drilling, and
Contour Method were utilized by Levkulich to determine residual stresses in these
geometries.
The experimental results from the previous study were used for comparison with
numerical results obtained for the basic geometries simulated with Simufact Additive©.
The results obtained with Simufact Additive© determined that the normal stresses of the
structures top surface are increasing toward the yield strength of Ti-6Al-4V. It was also
determined that finding the stresses in an actual layer was not computationally feasible,
as it would require over 2 million elements. However, the average stress values of the
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basic geometries converged and were generally similar in magnitude to the results
presented by Levkulich. Thus, Simufact Additive© was successfully validated as a
reasonable tool for predicting residual stress generation in LPBF AM processes.
After the use of Simufact Additive © was validated, 5 lattice structures were
imported into the software program for simulation. The process parameters mentioned in
the motivating study by Spear were used to further define the build conditions for the
simulation [6]. All five lattice structures with a voxel size of 20X20X20 were
successfully simulated. The numerical results of the lattices were compared to each other
to find new insights into the role of lattice geometry on residual stress generation in the
LPBF additive manufacturing process.
The average equivalent stress of the lattice structures was found to be around 500
MPa, which accounts for roughly 66% of the elastic regime for Inconel 718, the material
that was selected to create the lattices in the previous study. Therefore, the residual
stresses created during the LPBF process may be of significance in the mechanical
performance of the geometries and should be considered when using LPBF to create
structures for various applications.

4.2

Contributions of this Thesis
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1.

Validation of Simufact Additive© Modeling Software for predicting residual

stress in plate and cubic geometries.
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2.

Successful simulations of residual stress distributions in complex lattice

geometries.
3.

New insights into the role of lattice geometry on residual stress generation in

Laser Powder Bed Fusion.

4.3 Recommendations for Future Work
Based on the results of this work, it is recommended to study the role of residual
stress on the mechanical performance of lattice structures in their intended applications
(e.g., impact analyses, fatigue analyses, etc.). It is also recommended to compare
simulation results with experimentally measured residual stress values in additively
manufactured lattice structures. Comparisons can also be made to geometries undergoing
heat treatments either during or after AM processing, which would cause a change in
residual stress values. Lastly, additional lattice structures of various designs and cellular
distributions can be considered, with the goal of minimizing residual stress through
changes in lattice geometry.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: MATLAB Scripts
1.1 Script for Complex Lattice Geometry Creation (Spear, D.)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% TPMS Lattice Generator
% Derek Spear
% Version 2.1
% 18 April 2021
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% This program generates a TPMS based lattice through a chosen design space
% based on user defined cell properties and design space parameters, then
% outputs the design as an .stl file for 3D manufacturing.
clear all; close all; clc;

Cell Properties
User design choices for size of the individual cells and overall build space are input and
then basic calculations are performed that will be used in lattice generation.

% Derek's User Design Inputs
cs = 4; % TPMS Cell Size in mm (Dimensional Length of a Unit Cell)
cd_w = 8; % Cell Density through Build Width (Number of Cells through the Build Width)
cd_h = 8; % Cell Density through Build Height (Number of Cells through the Build Height)
t = 0.25; % TPMS Surface Thickness in mm (Sheet Thickness of the Generated Lattice)
f = 20; % Cell Fineness Parameter (Number of Divisions within a Unit Cell.% Calculations
hs = cs/2; % Half Cell Size in mm
w = cs*cd_w; % Overall Build Width in mm
hw = w/2; % Build Half-Width in mm
h = cs*cd_h; % Overall Build Height in mm
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ht = t/2; % Half Thickness of Lattice Sheet
m = pi/hs; % Periodicity Multiplier
% Design Space Range
xl = -hw; xu = hw;
yl = -hw; yu = hw;
zl = -hw; zu = hw;
%

Design Space Range to Grid

x = [xl:cs/f:xu];
y = [yl:cs/f:yu];
z = [zl:cs/f:zu];
% Design Space Grid
[X,Y,Z] = meshgrid(x,y,z);

TPMS Surface Selection
Select the desired lattice design from the TPMS options below by uncommenting the 3
corresponding lines below the TPMS design name. The top line is the trigonometric
representation of the TPMS cell, the second line is the function evaluation throughout the
design space, the final line is the name that the .stl file will be saved as in the parent
directory.

% Primitive Surface Function
PMS = @(x,y,z) cos(m*x) + cos(m*y) + cos(m*z); % Trigonometric Representation
F = PMS(X,Y,Z); % Function Evaluation
stlname = ['P_build.stl']; % File name
% Diamond Surface Function
DMS = @(x,y,z) sin(m*x/2).*sin(m*y/2).*sin(m*z/2) + sin(m*x/2).*cos(m*y/2).*cos(m*z/2) +
cos(m*x/2).*sin(m*y/2).*cos(m*z/2) + cos(m*x/2).*cos(m*y/2).*sin(m*z/2); % Trigonometric
Representation
F = DMS(X,Y,Z); % Function Evaluation
stlname = ['D_build.stl']; % File name
% I-WP Surface Function
IMS = @(x,y,z) 2*(cos(m*x).*cos(m*y) + cos(m*y).*cos(m*z) + cos(m*z).*cos(m*x)) cos(2*m*x).*cos(2*m*y).*cos(2*m*z); % Trigonometric Representation
F = IMS(X,Y,Z); % Function Evaluation
stlname = ['I_build.stl']; % File name
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% Gyroid Surface Function
GMS = @(x,y,z) sin(m*x/2).*cos(m*y/2) + sin(m*y/2).*cos(m*z/2) + sin(m*z/2).*cos(m*x/2);
% Trigonometric Representation
F = GMS(X,Y,Z); % Function Evaluation
stlname = ['G_build.stl']; % File name
% Lidinoid Surface Function
LMS = @(x,y,z) 0.5*(sin(2*m*x).*cos(m*y).*sin(m*z) + sin(2*m*y).*cos(m*z).*sin(m*x) +
sin(2*m*z).*cos(m*x).*sin(m*y)) - 0.5*(cos(2*m*x).*cos(2*m*y) + cos(2*m*y).*cos(2*m*z) +
cos(2*m*z).*cos(2*m*x)) + 0.15; % Trigonometric Representation
F = LMS(X,Y,Z); % Function Evaluation
stlname = ['L_build.stl']; % File name

Create Thickened Cell
Applies surface offset to TPMS lattice surface to generate desired surface thickness.

% Generate Central Surface based on Chosen TPMS Design
Surf = isosurface(x,y,z,F,0);
% Create Offsets for Desired Thickness based on Surface Normals
SNorms = isonormals(x,y,z,F,Surf.vertices); % Surface Normals at Vertices
SNunit = SNorms./vecnorm(SNorms,2,2); % Surface Unit Normals at Vertices
OSoffset = Surf.vertices + ht*SNunit; % Outer Surface Offset
ISoffset = Surf.vertices - ht*SNunit; % Inner Surface Offset
% Find Free Boundary Surfaces in order to Close Lattice Surface
TRfb = triangulation([Surf.faces; Surf.faces + max(max(Surf.faces))],[ISoffset;
OSoffset]); % Inner & Outer Surface Triangulation
FB = freeBoundary(TRfb); % Surface Free Boundaries
% Enclose Openings Between Inner and Outer Surfaces
FBtr = FB; % Surface Free Boundary Index
hFB = length(FB)/2; % Half of the Free Boundary Index
FBtr(1:hFB,3) = FB(hFB+1:end,1); % Inner Surface to Outer Surface Triangulation
FBtr(hFB+1:end,3) = FBtr(1:hFB,2); % Outer Surface to Inner Surface Triangulation
% Combine Surfaces Arrays into Single Array for Triangulation
sVerts = [ISoffset; OSoffset]; % Inner and Outer Surface Vertices
sFaces = [Surf.faces; Surf.faces + max(max(Surf.faces))]; % Inner and Outer Surfaces
Faces
sFull = [sFaces; FBtr]; % Add Boundaries

Output of Design
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The final arrays are triangulated into a mesh then saved to an .stl file for use in 3D
manufacturing.

% Triangulation of Build for .stl Output
TR = triangulation(sFull,sVerts);
% Output Design to */stl
% stlwrite(TR,stlname);

Published with MATLAB® R2020a
1.2 Script for Residual Stress Modeling Validation
%Katie Bruggeman
%21 January 2022
%Wright State University
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------clc;
clear all;

Average Normal Stress Before Release
10X10X10

x10b=0:2.54:25.4;
y10b=[-116.675 37.3138 53.9142 -104.139 -198.5 -223.202 -185.361...
-109.179 4.73441 189.466 302.992];
area10b=trapz(x10b,y10b);
avg10b=area10b/25.4;

20X20X20

x20b=0:1.27:25.4;
y20b=[-123.046 153.332 286.696 142.477 59.0121 -64.4223 -200.745...
-305.516 -359.947 -367.224 -340.813 -294.851 -239.42 -179.41 -116.162...
-48.4717 26.4926 114.329 229.632 382.93 468.404];
area20b=trapz(x20b,y20b);
avg20b=area20b/25.4;
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40X40X40

x40b=0:.6350:25.4;
y40b=[-109.872 327.533 675.345 472.736 359.383 328.183 314.33 267.602...
165.266 20.0981 -145.266 -320.089 -491.852 -561.195 -558.552 -587.847...
-609.893 -607.23 -585.05 -547.869 -500.893 -447.508 -389.736 -330.545...
-272.239 -216.58 -164.434 -115.151 -67.076 -20.9095 23.8104 67.1678...
111.216 158.702 214.452 236.996 295.826 376.009 478.65 604.114 669.595];
area40b=trapz(x40b,y40b);
avg40b=area40b/25.4;

Average Normal Stress After Release
10X10X10

x10=0:2.54:25.4;
y10=[76.7958 185.584 137.523 -63.2302 -183.398 -221.85 -190.218 -116.31...
-3.48633 179.199 290.834];
area10=trapz(x10,y10);
avg10a=area10/25.4;

20X20X20

x20=0:1.27:25.4;
y20=[80.3789 328.862 420.805 241.656 130.458 -14.8136 -168.033 -285.594...
-349.418 -363.37 -341.506 -298.501 -244.877 -185.899 -123.232 -55.9211...
18.637 105.823 219.998 371.395
area20=trapz(x20,y20);

455.482];

avg20a=area20/25.4;

40X40X40

x40=0:.6350:25.4;
y40=[ 66.2991 499.555 822.843 599.106 467.614 420.679 393.09 334.307...
221.367 66.881 -106.694 -288.687 -466.722 -541.475 -543.504 -576.789...
-602.201 -602.401 -582.581 -547.358 -501.938 -449.828 -393.023 -334.617...
-276.898 -221.679 -169.854 -120.814 -72.9193 -26.8977 17.6893 60.903...
104.776 152.057 207.482 229.634 287.927 367.428 469.185 593.537 658.303];
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area40=trapz(x40,y40);
avg40a=area40/25.4;

-- Display Values for Avg. Normal Stress in Z Direction --

fprintf('10X10X10 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: %d [MPa].
\n',avg10b)
disp(' ')
fprintf('20X20X20 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: %d [MPa].
\n',avg20b)
disp(' ')
fprintf('40X40X40 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: %d [MPa].
\n',avg40b)
disp(' ')
fprintf('10X10X10 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: %d [MPa].
\n',avg10a)
disp(' ')
fprintf('20X20X20 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: %d [MPa].
\n',avg20a)
disp(' ')
fprintf('40X40X40 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: %d [MPa].
\n',avg40a)
disp(' ')
disp('-------------------------------------------------------------------')
disp(' ')
%.... .. / -- --- -% Values in Kpsi
fprintf('10X10X10 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: %d [Kpsi].
\n',avg10b*0.1450377377)
disp(' ')
fprintf('20X20X20 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: %d [Kpsi].
\n',avg20b*0.1450377377)
disp(' ')
fprintf('40X40X40 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: %d [Kpsi].
\n',avg40b*0.1450377377)
disp(' ')
fprintf('10X10X10 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: %d [Kpsi].
\n',avg10a*0.1450377377)
disp(' ')
fprintf('20X20X20 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: %d [Kpsi].
\n',avg20a*0.1450377377)
disp(' ')
fprintf('40X40X40 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: %d [Kpsi].
\n',avg40a*0.1450377377)

10X10X10 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: -4.417941e+01 [MPa].
20X20X20 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: -4.747012e+01 [MPa].
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40X40X40 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: -4.406584e+01 [MPa].
10X10X10 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: -9.237163e+00 [MPa].
20X20X20 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: -1.628001e+01 [MPa].
40X40X40 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: -1.871297e+01 [MPa].
------------------------------------------------------------------10X10X10 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: -6.407682e+00 [Kpsi].
20X20X20 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: -6.884958e+00 [Kpsi].
40X40X40 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction Before Removal: -6.391210e+00 [Kpsi].
10X10X10 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: -1.339737e+00 [Kpsi].
20X20X20 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: -2.361216e+00 [Kpsi].
40X40X40 - Average Normal Stress in X Direction After Removal: -2.714086e+00 [Kpsi].

Displacements in Z Direction (Average Value)
After Release

%Total Displacement data points are collected at the back corner on the
%right hand side of the build, where the maximum diplacement is estimated
%to occur.

10X10X10

x10at=0:2.54:25.4;
y10at=[.4122 .4853 .5215 .5262 .5204 .5177 .5120 .5026 .4904 .4747 .4463];
area10at=trapz(x10at,y10at);
avg10at=area10at/25.4;

20X20X20

x20at=0:1.27:25.4;
y20at=[.4063 .5029 .5383 .5536 .5534 .5490 .5463 .5454 .5442 .5414 .5368...
.5308 .5241 .5171 .5097 .5022 .4939 .4845 .4729 .4581 .4343];
area20at=trapz(x20at,y20at);
avg20at=area20at/25.4;
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40X40X40

x40at=0:.6350:25.4;
y40at=[.4078 .5701 .6014 .6187 .6275 .6310 .6312 .6294 .6273 .6255 .6249...
.6253 .6260 .6265 .6264 .6255 .6236 .6208 .6172 .6131 .6085 .6038...
.5987 .5934 .5879 .5823 .5765 .5706 .5644 .5580 .5512 .5440 .5363...
.5282 .5193 .5097 .4991 .4875 .4744 .4592 .4392];
area40at=trapz(x40at,y40at);
avg40at=area40at/25.4;

-- Display Values for Average Total Displacement in Z Direction --

fprintf('10X10X10 - Average Total Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: %d [mm].
\n',avg10at)
disp(' ')
fprintf('20X20X20 - Average Total Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: %d [mm].
\n',avg20at)
disp(' ')
fprintf('40X40X40 - Average Total Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: %d [mm].
\n',avg40at)

10X10X10 - Average Total Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: 4.980050e-01 [mm].
20X20X20 - Average Total Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: 5.162450e-01 [mm].
40X40X40 - Average Total Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: 5.791975e-01 [mm].

Z Displacement [mm] After Release (Z Disp. Value)

%Total Displacement data points are collected along the edge of a corner.
%Build is without hole.

10X10X10

x10dz=0:2.54:25.4;
y10dz=[-.0196 .1608 .1581 .1362 .1174 .0994 .0782 .0551 .0306 .0028 -.0297];
area10dz=trapz(x10dz,y10dz);
avg10dz=area10dz/25.4;

20X20X20
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x20dz=0:1.27:25.4;
y20dz=[-.0109 .2570 .2527 .2393 .2249 .2102 .1962 .1832 .1702 .1568...
.1430 .1291 .1155 .1021 .0885 .0743 .0587 .0413 .0220 -.0007 -.0278];
area20dz=trapz(x20dz,y20dz);
avg20dz=area20dz/25.4;

40X40X40

x40dz=0:.6350:25.4;
y40dz=[.0072 .3791 .3762 .3685 .3607 .3523 .3430 .3335 .3238 .3143 .3053...
.2969 .2892 .2818 .2744 .2668 .2590 .2511 .2431 .2353 .2276 .2198...
.2122 .2047 .1973 .1897 .1819 .1737 .1649 .1557 .1456 .1348 .1230...
.0110 .0961 .0810 .0645 .0465 .0272 .0060 -.0170];
area40dz=trapz(x40dz,y40dz);
avg40dz=area40dz/25.4;

-- Display Values for Average Z Displacement in Z Direction --

fprintf('10X10X10 - Average Z Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: %d [mm].
\n',avg10dz)
disp(' ')
fprintf('20X20X20 - Average Z Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: %d [mm].
\n',avg20dz)
disp(' ')
fprintf('40X40X40 - Average Z Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: %d [mm].
\n',avg40dz)

10X10X10 - Average Z Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: 8.139500e-02 [mm].
20X20X20 - Average Z Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: 1.322475e-01 [mm].
40X40X40 - Average Z Displacement in Z Direction After Removal: 2.128150e-01 [mm].
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Appendix 2: Simufact Additive© Exit Codes and Solutions
2.1 Exit Code 1005
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2.2

Exit Code 1009
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2.3

Exit Code 4031
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